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CHAPT I 
INTRODUCTION 
Heat transfer by free convection is commonly encountered 
h nomenon and yet is difficult to analyze and valuate. It would 
'prov interesting and inform tiv to obtain a view of the disturbance 
in the field of flow. and also u titative dat to ev· uate tempera­
ture v riationc and analyz the heat transferred. Therefore it was 
proposed to build a Mach-'ebnd r interferometer, not only to give a 
"p1cture0 of the ph. nomenon but lso to supply sufficient inform tion 
to determine temp ratu.re distribution in the flow field and id in 
th  determination of the free convection coefficient. 
Free convecti n �iong a heated v rtical surface produce a 
disturbanc in a rel tiv ly thin layer of the flui . In an att mpt 
to measure the variation of properties in this fluid• in truments 
i.nserted into the tream produce disturbances that could possibly 
c use errors. Such instruments as th static pres ure probe thermo­
coupl and hot wire nemometer record the variables by bringing the 
flowing stream to stagnation conditions. Because th convective h t 
layer is so thin, such measurin dev.J..oes would give low accuracy un­
less the prob s v ry mall and precautions ar observ � in their 
place ent. Bffects of radiation and heat conduction will also produce 
errors in temperature measurement. It is se n that an ideal instru­
ment would be one that could record the variable properties without 
disturbing the fluid. 
2 
Such a versatile instrument is. the Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
which shows the density pat.tern and does not interfere with the flow. 
The instrument itself ·cannot record the var:iables, but an interference 
produced within the interferometer i$ photogi�aphed and rut evaluation 
and analysis are made. Kno,ring the temperature of the heated surface 
and the ambient conditions, temperature distributions are determined 
from the photograph. With a knowledc;e of th f,luid prope ties, a 
heat transf r coefficient can be found. 
The measuring probe or tool in the interferometer is a beam of 
monochromatic light, split into two coherent beams. One half is 
directed past th heat d surface, the other ever a path with no dia­
turbances. The two light beams ru·e r joined and th inte:rference 
pattern indicate the distu�b-imce, which is a measure of the density 
variation proportionate to the temperature and heat transfer rate • 
. .  
Another adva.nta of the interferometer over other instruments 
is th size of field recorded. The interferometer shows the V' iatione 
in the density throughout the range of its view field. Most instru­
ments will ecord phenomena only at a poir1t neces itating many readings 
to cover the same a ea. Another di~t·nct adva tage of the interfer-
ometer ov r oth r instruments is i ability to record transient 
ph omena, the only limitation impo·ed being the sp e of the photo­
graphic recorder. 
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CHAPT R II 
THE INTERF'EROMEI'ER 
·story of the Interferometer 
The first use of the interferomet r was the dete ination of 
the index f r  fraction of gases by J. Jamin in 1 56. 1 The first 
four-mirror types were desi ned by L. �ehnd r in 1 91 to study gas 
dyn mies, and by L. Mach in 1892 for studying ballistics and air jets. 
The inotrum nt with the basic four-mirror design·became known as the 
Maeh-Z hnd r interferometer and it as this desi that was used for 
the construction of the instrument in this thesis project. (The word 
"interferometer" in th body of this discourse will imply the ?ach­
Zehnder interferometer). On of the first .. pplication.s of the 
int rf romet r to he t conv etion studies was by R. B. Kennard in 
1931 to b follo ed by similar studies by • R. 
d oth r •2 
Principles of Interferometry 
• ck rt, E. Soehngen 
Lh interf rometer is an optical device using optical methods 
to measure disturb ces or changes i th density of a fluid, or in 
1Kennard, R. B. , " Optic l Method for Measuring Temperature 
·stribution and Convective H t Transfer," Journal of esearch, u. s. 
ation Bure u of Standards, Volume 8, PP• 787-805,1932. 
2 Coulb rt, c. D. ,  "Mach-Zehnder Int rferometer Applications," 
echanic l gineering, Vol. 74, PP• 1005-1010, 1952. 
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fields of stress in transparent solids. Light beall'le directed through 
the medium under study ·· e 0interfered with" and the interfereneee 
produced become the measuring tool .. 
The fact that light can produce int rf rence effects was first 
demonstrated in 1800 in an experiment by the English physicist. 
Thomas Young. 3 A point soure of light Pis propagated through two 
slit Si and s2 and falls on the screen a.a shown in ]'igu.re I. The 
ligh.t emitted at each of the slits ean be visu limed as waves with 
the lines aa the crests of the waves and the points between as the 
troughs. The wave fronts re perpendicular to the direction of propa­
gation. When the crests of th wav·es int rsect t an intens.ification 
of the light results. Iiowev r, when the crest of onf} wave d the 
trough of the other me t, a cancellation or destruotion of the light 
occurs. The r sult is an ternation of bright and dark band with 
bright bands app aring at points A, B and C in Fi ure I. The inter­
ference phenomena, therefore 1 is produced when the pa.th lengths -of the 
rays from s1 and s2 to the screen diff r by whole or hal.f wave 
lengths. 
The interfex·ometer can produce a simil r interference phenomenon 
wh n correctly adjusted. achemati of the a.ch-Zehnder interferome-
te ie shown in Figure II. The basic four-mirror desi 1 is ma.de up 
of two partial.-r fleeting, partial-transmitting 9 plat a P1 nd P2, 
3sears• F. W. and Zemansky, M •. W. ,  Univ rsitl P!!zsics, 2d. Ed. , 
P• 836, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co. t  Inc. ,  Cambridge, Mass. ,  1955. 
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Scr�t.n 
p 
Figure I. Light Interference 
P, 
Fig'ure II. The Four-mirror Mach-Zehnder Type Interferometer 
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and two total-reflecting mirrors, 
1 
and M2• collimat d beam of 
monochromatic light is transmitted to plate P1 wh re it is split into 
two coherent light bundles, one reflected to mirror M2, and the second 
tr- smitted to M
1
• The first bundle i reflected t t2 and transmitted 
through plate P2 while the second is refl cted at 
recombined light beam is project don the screen S for observation 
of the interf rences produced. 
1hen th pl tes and mirrors e mad exaotly par 111, th 
eor en \:Jill be uniformly light or dark ·dependin on h ther the pa th 
len ·th of th t o  bundl s diff r by whole or half wave lenghts. 4 
Whol· wav l ngth differ nces will cause an amplification of the light 
bile half W V length differenc s will cause de truction and darkn s 
ill r suit. The turning o� th two pl te P1 and P2 throu ha small 
angle will c'use bright and da k bands, also c lled interference 
fringes, to ppe r on th screen. Sine th w�v fronts ar propag ted 
per en 'cular to their directio of travel and monochromatic light 
creates e ually paced wave fronts, a representation of fring produc-
tion is sho in Figur III. 
Now by referrin to igure IV, we se that the interferomet r 
4Eckert, ·• R. G. , and oehngen, E. E. ,  "Studies on Heat Tr s­
fer in Laminar Fr e Convection with the Zehnd r-1-1.aeh Interferom ter•" 
-1: Technical Repo t 5747, D c. , 1948. 
L\GHi 
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� 
8 
' 
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x, 
Figure IV. Image Shift Resulting from Rotation of P2 through AngleoC 
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· ctly p lel. The lig t sourc is at I bich to observer 
at H woul PP r as an im ge t Il . If pl te P 2 
1,1er now turned 
throu h all an l o( ' the refl cted light from M1 would prodl.l<:EJ 
second ima r."e which would app ar to be located at I2 to the ob  erver 
at H. interf r nc pattern ould result. If  a l  rg numb r of 
points wer at th light source, an infinite n ber of oint images 
could re lt with random dju tment of P2 • hi ould so m an that 
in the production of int rfer nc b ds or fringe , the fringe iould 
ov rlap and cane 1. The onJ.y ocea ions when th fri ges will overlap 
but not cancel r (1 ) when th frin s are evenly p c  d (consid r 
t • 
two p r of point sources I and JJ as shown in · re V )  or (2) 
when the scr n H i  t a  point wher th perpend cul r bisector of 
1 ' 5 IJ and I J intersect ( shown in Figure VI). 
ith equal path 1 ngths, xl + Yl = x2 + Y2 in Fi IV , a re-
production of th int rferom t r  can be shown a in 1 igur VII, with 
the p 
produce 
a circl 
of th 
h l n · th e u to 
an i a 
about 
' ' 
e I2J2 of 
the 
' ' 
z. 
' ' 
I J • 
of rot 
I ' 
otatio of P2 throu h the an le o< would 
B cau e all the points ould li on 
tion of P2 , the P r ndicular bis -0tors 
ch rds I J d I2J2 would int r ect t P2 • 
Th harp fring s 
would now lie on the lane of P2• ne it is und 
oir bl to have 
them here, an a. ditional o er tion i nee ssary to mov th interfer-
ence pl beyond P2 • The desirabl condition would be to produc th 
5Rich, B. ••  0The Investigation of He t ransfer robl.ems 
U in a •1 ch-Zehnd r Interf rom ter, 0 ublish d ..Ji The is, Univ rsity 
of California , Los Angeles, 1951. 
J ( J '  
Figure V .  Equally Spaced Point Sourc es 
. I J 
Figure VI . Fringes Formed at H from T wo Pair of Point Sources 
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J �  
z 
e 
· Figure VII . Interferences  Formed in the Plane o f  P2 by Rotating P2 through Angle Cl( 
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12 
int rf r nces with m mum re nforc ent on th scr en at some dis-
t ce from plate P2 • 
Distinct frin es re desire t th scr en. is  turn d l 
through sm 1 angl fi ( sho in Figure VIII) aff eta the bundle 
t 
li ht reflected t 2 · Ima.go I ov 0 to r1 through dit:1ta.nc 
2 j3 d ith d as th radius about P
1
• 2 lies at a dist ce 2 o<: (d+Z ) 
t t 
from I with (d+Z) � a  the r dius about 2· I1 
and 12 are t points 
r ducing interfer noe fringes and th per endicular bisector of the 
t ' t 
chord I1 I2 p sses throu h P2• Th second point J ,  upon the turning 
t • t 
of 1, moves to J1
, iith J2 
th image of J from P2 • The p rpendicu-, ' 
l r bis ctor of J1J2 do s not pass throug P2• T
he choic of fl will 
produce interference bands at some cho en dis noe e from P2• The 
location of the sere n is at th int r ction of the bisectors of 
. ' ' ' 
I1I2 and 
J1J2• If one us s a linearly ext nded ourc of li ht which 
subt nd small arc, the following geometrical relations may be 
obt in d
6 from Figur� VIII ; 
y t ' ' ,y 
L...f- J  J2J / .  
(a) 
6Howe, · • L. t a.nd Buch 1 ,  D. R. , " Th -ory and Method for 
p lyin Interf rometry to the l ea.sure ent of C rtain o-Dimension 
G ous nsity Fields, " ll., TN2693, 1952. 
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1' 
d 
z 
e 
Figure V I I I .  Interference Shifts Caused by the Rotation of P1 and P2 through .Ingles ..,B and '1<.. RespectiYely 
It  is seen that .the angles 
and the chords are 
. ' 
J J 2 = 2 <=>( ( Z+d) , 
. ' 
J J1 = 2 j3 d .  
Since the angles o< , fi , e and / are small, the angle from 
' • t 
L J J 2J1 is equal to 
From triangle .6. P 2J W, 
so the l w of sines yi lds 
.,8 d ( &  - <,b )  y = o<. ( Z  + d ) - ./3 d • 
Z+d 
e 
::::t t - r 
' t 
14 
( b )  
( c ) 
( d )  
( ) 
( f ) 
Also from triangle Ll P1P2J where ( P1J � d)
, the relationship is 
d r/J 
z - -0---1---· . 
Simultaneous solution of =q. (d ) ,  ( f )  t1d ( g) for " "  yields 
z e = ----- . 
( ;  - 1 )  
(g ) 
(1 )  
From the above relationships, the location o f  the fringes is seen to 
be independent of the location of the light source. 
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lit a s · ngle source of light su\,Jh , s t t at I ' the singl 
beam f om t e point is split into two coherent· b runs nd will finally 
r sult in the poi t of int rs ction at U as ceen in Fig e VIII . 
d rivation of the dist c e from plate P2, consid ring this 
single be m .  ields n id€ntical relationship found in Eq. (1) 
z e - -------
( .fi - l )  
• 
The eometrical relationships used in this derivation were from 
d the law of 
sines. 
Physical optics finds the fringe width is  directly proportional 
to the w velength of light and the distance between the light points 
and sere n and inversely proportional to the distance between the 
points. Using the geometrical relutionohips from Fi ure VIII, the 
fringe width b and be ex ressed by the formul 
}\ (d  + Z + e )  b 0 -2�
o(
--.,..� d----+-z"'!'"!)�--2�
fi
-'"!"'d- ( 2 )  
with I\ the wavelength of  light. 
(1 ) the diotanc becom s 
ith the valu found for e in Eq. 
herefor if th 
fring width i 
rotation of 1 
fringes of any 
)i b = -------
2 ( o( - l )  J3 
{3)  
screen is a redet rmined distance an a sp cified 
set t fi and c:,,(, can b oun • Vice vere , the 
nd through th lea .ft and o<.. c ·  produc 2 
ddth d specify the location of the screen. 
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The int rferom t r  i now ready for the test section to be 
ins rted into th path of one of th eoh rent light bundles and for 
optic 1 methods to be used to study the d nsity variations. Up to 
this point, the desired light interferences or fringes ere produced 
by the proper adjustment of the interferometer. The test ection now 
produces disturbances in the one path causing a change in the optical 
path le th , and fringes or fringe displacements appear in the re­
combined light beam. If the interferomet r were adjusted so the 
screen or fi ld were uniformly dark or bright, that is, for infinit 
fri e width, the fringes roduced would b lines of constant path 
length. Had the field been bright, the first bright line would be a 
fringe shift of one from the reference field; or vice-versa, with a 
dark field, frin ·e shift of one would be indicated for the first 
d k band produced . If a unifo fringe field had been created by 
interf rom ter adju tm nt, then disturbanc s or chan s in the t st 
section would have produced a fringe di plocement. A m  asurement of 
the displacement from the initi or undisturbed position indieat s 
th f inge hifts or ch ge in the optical path length. The optica1 
path d fined is the reduct of the path cov r d  by a given wav ront 
and the refractive ind x of the pat . 
The r fractiv ind x i  the ratio of th velocity of light in 
a vacuum to the velocity in a particular medium. An equival nt 
expresaion8 is the ratio of the wavelength of light in a vacuum to 
that in th medi , so a formul can be ex res ed as 
17 
n = (4 )  
where n is  the refractive index, A
O
, the wavelength of  light in a 
vacuum and /\ ,  the wav length in th medium. Th refractive index 
varies for different materials and varies in a particular material as 
t·he density of the material varies. B cause the test section produces 
a density change, the refractive index along this path can be 
expressed as 
( 4a) 
wher � and A 1 are the refractive index and wavelength r spectively. 
Here comparison i made with the referenc or standard beam in the 
interferometer ; so with n as the index of refraction and A as the s s 
wav length in the standard beam, the expr ssion becomes 
n 1 = ( 4b )  
The dep ndence of the refractive index on th density of the 
medium is expressed in the well-known orenz-Lorentz equation, 
(. n: - 1 
) 
1 = k ( a  constant ) 
\ n + 2 f 
8Eck rt, E. R. G. and Soehngen, E. E. , op. oit. 
(5 ) 
wh r ..JJ is the m dium ' s density and k is a constant. Since n is 
very nearly unity in air (n  = 1.0002924 for a wavel ngth of 5460 Ao 
at o0c and 760 m Hg9 ) , the equation reduces to the Gladstone-Dale 
t . 10 equa ion 
18 
3 n-l = 2 k __p .  (6 ) 
By the use of F,q. (5) and (6 ) the r lationship of the refractiv 
index and th density in the standard beam and the test section yi lds 
n - nl a 2 k ( JJ· -2 s JJ1 > · (7 )  
other expression for the refractive index can be giv n as 
n = rr­o (8 ) 
wh r ie the number of light waves in a medium and N the number 
0 
of light waves in a v  cuum over a given path length. In terms of 
specific expressions, Eq. (8 ) becomes 
N 
• (8a)  
A definition of the path length is the heated length of the specimen 
in the te t s  ction plus a uggested small 
11 nd corr ction as h 
9rnternational Critical ables, Vol. 7 ,  p. 3 ,  McGraw- Hill 
Book Co. ,  Inc. , N w York, New York, 1930. 
lOJakob, Max, Heat Tran fer, Volum I, p. 579, John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc . ,  N w York, New York, 1949 . 
11 K nnard , R. B. ,  op. cit. 
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heated layer of fluid extends b yond the surface ' s  ed e . This may be 
give11 as 
(9 ) 
here L is the length of the heated surface and � L is the end cor­
rection. The number of light , aves in a vacuum over the path length 
is  
L N = ---- . o A 0 
( 10 )  
With the relationships in Eq. (8a) �nd ( 10) and ·q. ( 6 )  and (7 ), a 
simultaneous solution results in 
Nl ... NS = ---,.-­/\ 0 
(11 )  
It i s  seen that the change i n  the number of light waves over a given 
p th length depends on the change of density of the flu.id flowing 
past the test specimen. 
If alr or a gas is con idered as the fluid flowing in convective 
heat transfer . density changes result from temperature effects. Forced 
convection, dth velocities less than one-third of the sonic velocity , 
produces insignificant pressure variations with density variations 
resulting mainly from temperature ch: ges. However, in free convection , 
< ensi ty chruirtes result exclusively fx•om temperature changes with the 
pressure remaining essentially constant. From the ideal gas equation 
P = y RT ( 12 ) 
here P is the pressure, R the specific gas constant and T the 
20 
bsolut temperature , the following relationships can be found, 
(12a) 
with T
1 • the heated gas temperature, and T5 , th temperature o
f the 
bulk or unhe•a.ted ga...,. Or Eq. {ll) becomes 
L 
N1 • N  = D. N = ----s A o 
- T s ) (n
6 
- l), (13) 
Therefor , the change in the number of light waves over the given path 
r sults from changing th fluid temperature from T6 to T1
• Solving 
Eq. (13)  for the change in temperatur in terms of T yields 
A NT 
� T == -�---------
L (n ... l) ... A N  
")I s /� o 
• {14 ) 
The production of fringes can now be us d to determine te p r  -
ture clistributions. The numb r of frin es c be counted from an in-
terferogram, a photograph of the fringes produced. Hence , ith a 
knowledg of the heated surface temp rature and the a.mibient temp ra .... 
ture, temperatur di tributions can be determined. 
The aurfac to b heat d is placed at the distance - e ( R  fer 
to Figure VIII) nhead of plate P2 he e the fringes are most distinct . 
A sch m of fringe displacement is sho m in i re IX. If the plate 
were unheated, th fringe would have b en perpendicular to th urface 
with correct interferometer adjustment. The fringes would be the 
A 
B -- - -- - - - - - - --
Figure IX . Schemati c o f  Yri nge Di splac ements  along 
a Heated S urface 
2 1  
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distance "b" apart as found by Eq. (2 )  or th distance from A to B 
in the figure . When the plate is heated to st dy state conditions, 
the changed density next to the surface c uses a refractive ind x 
change ,nd the indicated fringe displacement. Point P lies on the 
same fri nge line as B. From the figure , P li s on the same horizontal 
line as point O so a fringe shift of one is indicated. There is one 
less w ve of light through P than through O beeaus of the temperature 
rise. A horizontal traverse from O to th heated surface indicates 
the number of fringe shifts and likewise . the decrease in the number 
of wavelengths ov r the 1 ngth L of the model or plate . From 1 q. (11 ) , 
density changes can be found ; or using Eq. ( 14), temperature distribu­
tions. 
Description of the Interferometer 
The base chosen for the mirror mounts was a 1-inch thick st el 
plate, 4-ft. square. Mat rial was remove to provi e a U-shape so a 
test section could be placed into one beam path. The plate is sup­
ported at the corn rs by 2-inch weld d pipe legs e shown in Figure 
X. B cause of the lack of vibrational disturbances , the legs rest 
on the conor te floor with no allowanc for i olation. Auxiliary 
equipm nt and the parabolic mirro are mounted on extensions from 
the base plate, supported by 5-inoh I-b ams w lde to the main plate. 
Holes drilled in the base plat secure the mirror mounts in the form 
of a rectangle, located as in Figure XI. 
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Fi gure X .  Bas i c  Frame and Supporting Members 
Figure XI . Mi rro rs and Auxi l i ary Equipment  on Bas e P l a t e  
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The mirror frames w re manufactured by Optron boratories of 
Dayton, Ohio. Three of the framea are ri idly fastened on the base 
plate and of the type shown in i re XII . The fourth frame, 
shown in Figure XIII . contains the emi-tr nsparent mirror P2 as 
located in Figure II. It is on a tr nverse slide so adjustment may 
be m de perpendicular to th plan of the mirror to adjust for equal 
path lengths. ery frame has a mounting ring or gimbal th t can be 
rotatod about a horizontal d vertical axis. dcrometric adjuotment 
sc- ews act ag-- nst levers fast ned on the axes. Solid contact i 
m · n t ined between the lev r and sere i by a ring and plunger opposite 
th , sere . At a distance of 3. 75 inche from the axis of rotation, 
n adjustment of 0. 0011 in. gives an angle of one minute. A sensi­
tivity of adjustment of six seconds should be realized. 
he basic int r erometer contains four mirror , two semi-
tran p rent and two tot 1ly reflecting . uf ctured by Optron• th y 
e six inches in diameter and are optical1y flat to 1/4 w velen th 
of green light. he mirrors are located in the gimbal rin s and h ld 
in place by olid back-up pl tes for the total reflector and by rings 
for th- semi-tr sparent. Ser ws in t # plat and rings re turned 
ag · nst th mirrors to ke p them ri i iithin th ir mounts. 
Th light source us d is a.n AH-4 100 att GE mercury 1 boro.tory 
arc. The mercury arc is ,ithin a fused quartz tube enclosed in a 
glass jacket. The lamp is mounted in a fabricated holder adjustable 
Figure XII . Adj us t ab le Frame for  P l at e s  and Mirrors 
Figure  XI I I .  Adj us t ab l e F r ame and T raverse  fo r P l ate  P2 
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about a horizontal and vertical axis. Gaertner laboratory trans-
former serves s the power source for the lamp. 
The lamp, a pair of plano-oonv x lenses and a light filter are 
mount d on an optical bench, located as shown in Figure XIV. The 
1 nses with focal length of nin inches direct the collimated beam 
through the filt r and focus it on a front-surf ced mirror 1/16-inch 
squar . he filter ia a Bausch & Lomb #77 ratten which filters light 
essentially to th mercury green line with a wavelength of 5460 Jf .  
The small mirror locat d at the focal point of the parabolic mirror 
acts as the point ouroe. It is mounted on a fine piano wir in a 
frame adjustable about the horizontal and vertical axes. 
The parabolic mirror, front-surfaced and accurat to 1/4 wave­
length of green light , h a  a �ocal length of 24 inches. This mirror 
is mount d in a fram identic l to those used for the plat s and 
mirror in the basic int rferom ter. H r , how ver, · adjustment i s  not 
a critical. This mirror directs the desired monoohromatie light beam 
into the int rf rometer. 'I'h recombined light beam after P2, shown 
in Figure XIV, ie  cond nsed by 5 1/4-inch di eter lens with a focal 
length of tw lv inch s. The focused b run can b directed onto a 
sere n or photographed by camera. 
Sheet metal ductwork protec ts the light and point sources, 
lens s, and parabolic mirror from dust and tamperin . It also elimin­
ates stray light rays in the b sic interferometer, essential in making 
the initial adjustment. Later, viewing of th interference phenomena 
PARABOL IC MIRROR 
SOUR C E  
FILTE R  
.__.,,� L I GHT S O URCE 
HOOK 
MODE L 
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TELESCOPE 
Figure XIV. Schematic of Layout of the Mach-Zehnder 
Type Interferometer in this Study-
OR 
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is nhanced by the abs no of the e tray light rays. Plexiglas 
panels enclos the basic interferometer. Thi mat rial was chosen 
for its easy assembly and also because its transparency ssi ts in 
th xpl nation of the int rferom ter layout . Small sections of the 
panel re removable for operation of the instrument and for access 
to the variou components.  
Adjustment of the Interferomet r 
Initially th base plat wa made level by the sor w adjust­
ments located on the leg botto�s . Next a steel rule as used to 
locat the mirror mounts in a rectangular form. Holes were rill d 
and the mounts were securely fastened to the base plate. In the n xt 
step, the four mirrors (two total reflecting and two s mi-transparent ) 
w r pl ced in their gimbals and v rtically aligned with a water 
level. djustment about the vertic 1 axe followed to plac the 
mirrors at an angle of 45° with resp ct to beam travel. 
Adjustment of the mirrors and plates for fring production 
follow d and can b bett r underetood by referral to Figur XIV. 
t lescop was pl c d at a  short distance from P2 in the r co bin d 
light b am, parallel to beam trav 1 with a full view of th field. 
A thin wire, one end bent into a 1/ -inch radius hook and set into a 
mount, was placed .in front of 1 in the approxim te center of th beam 
path. With the source light illuminating the point aouree, the tele-
cope was first focused on the small mirror. Two imag s app ar d 
and mirror M2 was adjusted about both axes until the images merged. 
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Th t 1 scope 1a.s refocus d on the hook and P
2 
was adjusted until a 
ingl image of the hook appeared. However, refocusing of the tele­
scope r vealed the mirror images had separated. Suecessiv adjustments 
of M2 and P2 were made until single ima es of the mirror and hook 
result d. At this point, fringes should have appeared. At the 
b ginning of the adjustment, none did show at the time; so p2 W?-S 
moved in its traverse a small incremental distance in an attempt to 
obtain equal path lengths. The adjustments of M2 and P2 through the 
use of the telescope as repeated until ingle images of the mirror 
and wire r speotively w re produced. Th operations continued until 
fring s appeared in the telescope. A scr en replaced the telesoope 
d f:rin f'es of finite width appeared. 
urther adjustment of P2 and M2 followed to sha en the fringes 
an orient them perp ndicula.r to the v rtical plane of the mod 1. 
Rotation of P2 about the vertical axis caused th fringes to slant in 
ith r direction. depending on the direction of rot tion, while 
djustm nt -bout th horizontal axis changed the fringe width. 
Simultaneous adjustment of P2 and M2 created fringes of suffici nt in-
tensity d sharpness for comput tion pt rposes. The zeroth fringe 
wa not searched for at thi time but would have been de ired. 
Th following directions are offered for adjustment for th 
z roth frin e, which leads to frin es of maximum intensity and sharp­
ness. Seemingly, p rt of the methods given are a matter of trial and 
error but there e no definite ways. It may be necessary at this 
point to make small adjustm nts of P1 and � to improve the fringe 
eharpn ss. fter obtaining as sharp fringes as possible with mono-
chromatic light, a white light source replaces th monochromatic. 
The fringes should remain visible. If not, the monochromatic is 
substitut d ;  and the plate 2 is moved in its traverse a small dis­
tance. h frin es are h rpened again. The above steps are repeated 
until the fringes remain visible with th whit light. Adjustment 
continue until th zeroeth f�inge appears in the center of the view 
fi 1 a a v  ry dark line with th other fringes decreasing in inten­
sity way from the center. 
To btain the infinite fring now, that is • a field that 
app ars uniformly dark or bright, both adjusting knobs of M2 and P2 
are used. Two of the knobs will o use the fringes to widen or narrow. 
One should be turn d until there are few or none. It may be necessary 
to use th other to decreas th number further. If prop r adjustment 
has been followed, the infinite fring is now obtained. Translation 
of P2 in its travers will cause a dark or light view field. 
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CHAPTER III 
FREE CONVECTION 
General Definition 
Free convection flow is the natural passage of a fluid over a 
surface because of a temperature differential. This temperature 
difference changes th density of th fluid causing the fluid to rise 
or fall if the density is respectively less than or greater than that 
of th surroundings. The main force that produces the natural flow 
is called th body or gravitational force. The fluid flow could 
really be consid red as a upumping action" by tbe gravitational 
fi ld. 
In an analysis of free convection, several forces act on the 
fluid, aiding or retarding it natur 1 flow. Th body :force is the 
m n force aatin and produces a bouyant or sinking force on the mass 
of a unit volume of the fluid if th fluid is heated or coole . A 
pressur force or gradient exi ta along the surface and changes with 
a change in elevation. This force, a w  i ht per unit area, would b 
negligible for a ga if the vertical dim nsion were small, d creasing 
how ver ith larg h ight increas . Viscous or sh arin forces 
r tard th flow of the fluid, the shear occurring in a relatively 
thin lay r ong the surface. h shearing fore is the resistance 
xhibit d by fluid particles sliding pa t each other. Determination 
of the viscous fore s can be made with viscosity, a eharaet ristic 
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h sica.l 12 roperty of ev ry fluid in flow. omentum of inertia 
forces likewi e etard natural convection flo . s he velocity of 
the fluid increases near the surface, the p -rticl s ar acceler ted • 
d th inertia forces i th fluid must be ovei eome. 
The Convection Coefficient 
Fr e conv etion flow results in a transfer of heat energy 
betw en a bod or surface and fluid. The rate of heat transfer q, 
accordin to Newton ' s  law of cooling, mar b stated mathematically 
in the following c uation , 
wh re h is the convection coefficient, A is the area of  th heat 
0 
transfer surface, d A T  is the temper ture differenc betw en the 
urface and the main body of the fluid . Accompanyin fre convection 
heat transf r is h t transf r by conduction. 
dT q = -k A dy ( 16 )  
1her k is th thermal conductivity o f  the luid and dT i s  the t e  ,p r­
atur diffe ential in an infinitesimal la er of fluid of thickness dy. 
Conduction is predominant in this v ry in layer of fluid which is 
ovin · at  · very low v loci ty whil onvection is insignif " c  nt . s 
th velocity increaoes · th · ncre sing distance from the surface, con­
duction b cOMes · nsignificant and h at is ssentially removed by the 
12 Knudsen , J . • 
Tran fer , p. 12, McGraw-
d K tz, D. L. , Fluid Dynamics � � 
11 Book Co . ,  Inc. ,  New York, N. Y. ,  195 . 
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No single method will giv exact determination of the coeffic · ent. 
Dimensional analysis is probably the simplest method and 
therefore enjoys the greatest use. This method leads to a dimen­
sionally correct equation among those variables ffecting free 
convection, where no variable affectin the phenomena is forgotten 
or omitted or any included that have no affect. The equation derived 
14 will be dimensionally homogeneous, that is, independent of the 
units of measurement, expr ssed in terms of the specified variables. 
Ei ther from xperience or by prior knowledge, the analysis 
begins with a listing of those variables affecting convection. 
hese re put in fundamental dimensions with solution by one of the 
thr e methods, leading to dimensionless groups and the relationship 
desired . Among those variabl s affeeting convection are the following 
quantities with appropriate units for consistency : 
h = convection coefficient, BTU/hr ft2 °F , C 
k = conductivity of the fluid, BTU/hr ft °F # 
.fl =  viscosity of the fluid, lb/ft hr , 
g J3 ic: oyant acceleration , ft/hr 0R 1 
C = heat capacity, BTU/lb0 · , 
p 
L = v rtic l dim nsion o the model • ft , 
T = t mperatur differenc , °F , 
y = density, lb/ft3 • 
14 Langhaar, H. L. , Dimensional Analysis � Theory of odels, 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. , New York, N. Y . ,  1951.  
The variables are expr ssed in terms of th following fundamental 
dimensions : 
M = mass , 
L = length , 
T = temperature , 
e = time ' 
H = heat. 
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By Buckingham ' s method, th variables are put in an expression 
as 
( 17 )  
with J as some arbitrary function. A general principle formulated 
by Buckingham, known as the ff theorem, states the number of dimen­
sionle s groups equals th numb r of variables m lees the number of 
fundamental dim nsions n or m-n groups. The rule i not infallible 
but is atisfied in this case. Therefore, Eq. (17)  would yield 8-5 
or 3 groups and the new expression would be 
g( rr 1 ' JT 2 ' tr 3) = o 
where 1T 1, tr 2
, ff 
3 
would be th three dimensionless groups 
derived. 
(18 )  
A second method that uses th ame algebraic steps as 
Buckingharn •s but a slight change in th final result is known as 
Rayleigh • s method. Since the convection coeffici nt is the desired 
parameter expressed as a £unction of the oth r variables, the 
following expressio re ults 
he = ? (k ,  /-' , g j3 , cp , L, Ll T , J ) . ( 19 ) 
Although Rayleigh ' s  method require an infinite aerie to give a 
oorreet r lation, a good approximation for heat transfer problems can 
be obt · ned a the produce of powers of the variables involved. 
Eq. (19) beeom s 
wher o< is an 
exponents. Th 
bitrary constant with (�• x2, • • • � ) • unknown 
. 1.5 derivation results in the expression 
(21)  
wher th usselt number N U (he L/k) is expressed a ome function of 
th Gr sbof NGR ( g  _f) 
2 fi 13 A T/_/-'( 2) and Prandtl NPR ( Cp fi /k) numb rs. 
Th determination of the exact relationship between these groups can b 
found only through the use of the necessary experimental. data. The 
specific olution for the convection coefficient results in the expres­
sion 
( 22 ) 
From th abov expression, it is s en t  t dimensional analysi 
produc s neith r the quantitative answers nor a description of the 
fundam ntal mechanisms of fr convection. 
A third method of dimensional anal.ysi i by differential 
equations, the solution of which ie difficult. Using laws of 
15
s Appendix I. 
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kinematic, dynamic and thermal similarity, th solution does le d to 
the ame dimensionless groups as Rayleigh ' s  method. However, the 
same differenti l equations c 
solution. 
be used in th exact mathematical 
Diff rential equations describing fluid flow were first 
derived by r . Navier in l 34 and later by G . tokes in 1845. 16 
They became kno m as the Navier- ·tokes equations. Free convection 
incorporates th Navier- tokes equation of motion, but the equation 
is modified to include the body or ravi tational force�· in the dis­
cu sion to follo . 
The model to be used in the derivation 1s the heated vertical 
plate so the natural flow is upward. {ith a sufficient horizontal 
dimension, the flow field is essentially two dimensional where the 
x-coordinat is parallel to the plate and the y-coordinate is per­
pendioular to the pl te • s  surf ce. The velocity in the x-direction 
is u ft/hr, and in the y-direction is v rt/hr as shown in Figure XV. 
\ -
16 
------------ Y 
Figure 'IV• V el.oci ty Designation Along 
the Heat ed Plate 
Eckert, E. 
2nd Ed.,  P• 134, 1c 
R. G. and Drake, R. M. ,  Heat and 1,ass Transfer, 
w- . ll Book Co. , In.c. , � York-;7f.'° Y. 
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Th t mperatur of the surf c of the plate is considered as T ,  and s 
of the unh ated fluid as T 00 • 
Tbr e equations adequat ly cov r the p enomena in fr con­
vection h at transfer. They ar : 
cons rvation of ass , 
a u  a v  = 0 ' + d Y  c} X 
(23) 
momentum 
jJ{u 
a u  rj U  ) :=JI 
d 2U � ;e 
+ J gJ5 (T-Toe ) 1 + V 2 d X  dJ Y  d Y  d X  
( 24)  
and ener ' 
c) T d T )
:: 
k ( 
2 
a u  j> gCP (u + v  c> � ) +/f ( ) • (25) � x  ;; y d Y  d Y  
he above quations are based on the assumption of incompressibl 
flow with low velociti s in natural convection. B cause air is 
considered in this particular problem, the numerical values of the 
viscosity and thermal conductivity are low. However , experience haa 
shown that only the viscous dissipation term is  to be neglected. A 
further assumption to be mad is that the pressure gradient along the 
vertical hot plat is  esa nti ly constant, so - = o. 
The bove equations become 
c) u o v  
d) y  
= ' � x  ( 23a) 
2 T - T a u  a u a 
+ = Jr 2 + g( ) 
a x  a y  a :, To0 
(24a )  
wher · /  
and 
d e  a e  o< u + V 
d X  ;;J y 
with ex =  k rt
2 
1 th 
gCp ._JJ 
hr 
results in the r lationahip 
1 
d) 2 & 
d 'JI  
2 
therm 
• 
l 
� 
'1' - Tc-0 
and G = - T .... T 
15 c:,O 
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( 25a ) 
di f fusi vi ty. D rivation17 
(26 )  
Th approximate m thod us d the momentum and nergy quations 
Eq. (24a )  and (25a) for the analy is • ...) The determination of the co­
efficient from th hove equations depends on the thickness of the 
heated 1ayer of the fluid called the thermal boundary layer. The thick­
ness extends to th point wher th temperature of the fluid becomes 
the bulk t tur of the unhe t d fluid . thin this therm 1 
boundary 1 yer th fluid ttain a finite velocity er ating a hydro-
dy ic boundary layer, the thickness nearly equal to the thermal layer 
b oause the temperature is the driving force producing th velocity. 
r he thickne s of this lay r extends to the point of zero velocity in 
th bulk fluid. Distributions are like those shown in Figure XVI. 
The temperature and velocity are eApressed in cubic polynomials. 
et rmination of the co fficients and t e e  uations for the velocity 
d tem erature profil a result from the following boundary conditions 
for free convection along a vertical surface : 
at y = 0 T = T 
,_; 17se ppendix II . 
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/ X  
TEMPE R A TUR E D I S TR I B UT ION 
T 
VEL OC I T Y  D I STRI B U T ION 
U=  0 U= O --�-----�--��----- Y-
Lgure XVI. Tanperature and Velocity Distribution 
Along a Heat ed Vert ical Plat e 
at � T = To0 
ae· = o , y = t a y  
u = 0 a
u = 0 t d Y. 
wher S' ft. is the thickness of the boundary layer. The temperature 
distribution may now be put in equation f rm as 
T - To0 
if' - T 
s 
00 
and the velocity profile is 
2 
(1 - � ) ' 
2 
� - -L. (l - -L.) \l $ � 
}? 
(27) 
{28 ) 
wh re ux 1 a fictitious velocity which is a function of x. Many 
authors have o ried out the derivation18 with the final result 
as 
With a Np of 0 , 73 th convection coetr · cient b c mes 
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• ( 30 )  
The thr e methods hav yielded th relationships for deter­
mining the aonv ction coefficient for air in free convection. Th 
xaot constants and exponents found by the exact mathematical solution 
Eq . (26 )  and the approximate integral method Eq. (30 ) for laminar flow 
of air did r sult only from some added experimentation. The 
dimensional analysis, how ver• -returned no constants what ver , and 
therefore must be acoompani d by experimental data to determin not 
only th constants and e onents but also show how the phenomena 
ocoure. ery method it i seen oes end up with an expression of 
the form 
( 31 ) 
The numerical value of the three mensionless groups in fre 
convection d pend on the magnitude of the prop rties of th fluid flow­
ing . Th propert · es are valuated at the av rag of th temperatur 
18Holman, J. P.,  H at Transfer, pp. 160-163, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc. ,  New York,�Y. , 1963. 
of the surface and the unheat d r 
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T = m 
T + Tc,0 
2 
• (32) 
Ho ever, the thermal coefficient of expansion fi has been given as 
l/T 00 , a satisfactory assumption if the temperature differential is 
small. Otherwise, it is equal to 1/T .  It is  noted too that the m 
product of the Gr shof and randtl numbers yields a range of  values 
that depends not only on the fluid prop rtie but so on the 
v rtical dimension of the heated surface in this o.naly is. It has 
been euggested that this maximum dimension us d in the c lculation 
be two feet,19 a point at which the flow b comes turbulent . 
critical. value has been assigned to this product. Various sources 
hav fo und it to be in the range of 108 to 109, vari tion of which 
are attributed to diff rent fluids and probably because of  outsid 
di turbances. The critical valu defin d is the point at hich the 
flow ha become turbulent and where the convection coefficient and 
heat transfer rate becom oon t t. 20 
Using Eq. (31 ) ,  the experimental results of Fishenden nd 
Saunders21 1th vertical plates suggested C = 0. 56 d m = 1/4 for 
19 
20 
Jakob t o • ill_. •  P• 4,50. 
Eck rt, E. R . G . ,  nd So hn en, • , "Interferometric Studies 
on the Stability and Transition to Turbulence of a Fr Convection 
Boundary er , " Proceedings of the General Discussion on Heat Trans-
fer, Institute � Mechanical -gineers, P• 321, SME, Londoil'-;- land t 
1951 • . 
21Fishenden, . ,  d Saunders , o. , An Introduction to Heat 
r sfer, p. 182, Oxford University Press ,New York, N. Y. , 1950. 
104< GBNPR<. 10
9 • For the s e r nge of values of NGRNPR ' • H. 
McAdruns22 suggested C = 0. 59 and m = 1/4. For NGRNPR > 10
9 , 
Fi h nden and Saunders gave C = 0. 12 and m = 1/3, and Mc dams gave 
C = 0. 13 and m = 1/3, certainly close agr ement for the constant 
and exponent. 
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I the determination of the conv ction coefficient with Eq. 
( 26)  and Eq. { 30), th constant incorporates R as a constant equal 
to 0. 73. Exparim ntation in 1881 in a pione r work
23 yielded a 
constant 25 p r  oent greater than the o. 4 0 in Eq. (26). Results of 
later wor with short v rtica.l plates no more than two feet high 
g v v lues within four per c nt of the theor tically d termined 
con tant. 
hav 
Simplifi d equations for- vertic l plate · in free conv ction 
24 been sugg sted by McAd ms. With air at  tmo pheric pr ssure 
and moderate temper tures and the vertical dimension less than two 
f et, the equations are 
h = 0. 19 ( Ll T)
1/3 
C J 
9 
PR > lO 
(33) 
(34 )  
22McAdams, w. H. ,  He t Transmission, 3rd Ed. ,  p . 172, cGraw­
Hill Book Co. ,  Inc. , N w York, N. Y. ,  1954. 
23Ibid. , P• 170. 
24Ibid. ,  P• 173. 
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The results give a good approximation of the coefficient ' s  value and 
only serve as a guide. Exact values and analysis must rely on 
experimentation and the total equation for the convection coefficient. 
CHAPTER IV 
EX ERIMENT TION 
odel Us d for Study 
An aluminum plat was chosen for the heated model in this 
study bee u it ha a r lativ ly low h t cap city and good th rm 
conductivity. Th he t souro for the mod l wae gr ciously upplied 
by Eleetrofilm Incorporated of North ollywocd ♦, California. It 
prineipl of operation consist d o  th re istanc of an electric 
film conductor sandwich d between two coat of in�ulating varnish 
pplied to one surface. The total thickness was app�oximately 0. 015 
inche . The lectrodes were wir 1 ads fastened to a copper mesh 
c m  nted to the electrical r siatance. · Th rating of the tin 
1 m nt was 115 volts A. C . and 215 watts. Control was m intained 
over the electrical conductor so as to prevent a temperature in exc ss 
of 350°P�, the maximum lowable o erating t mperature. adiation 
ff eta were k pt to a minimum by spra.yin the plate with an alumin 
paint . 
Copper-constantan thermocouples wer used in the plat for 
temperatur m asur m nt. The thermoco 
cov red with Fiberglas insul tion, had 
per cent with a properly made junction. 
as possible, the wir s wer welded by 
le wires, size 4o B S and 
guarant ed ccuraoy of + 3/4 
To produce as small junction 
1 otric spark dischar·g 
w ld r .  To alleviate th ttfin" effect, the th rmocouples were not 
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attached directly to the pl te surface but instead were inserted 
into one -inch-de p holes drilled into th vertical edge o:t' the plate. 
Four th rmocouples were us d, locate at six-inch intervalo beginning 
one inch from the bottom edge. The wires were trail d along the 
vertical ed e to a common lead-off and connected to a switching unit. 
The plate was attached to a bakelite strip by two screws with 
insulating washers separating the aluminum and bakelite. The strip 
as elampe to a rod secured in an arch-type frame with both the rod 
d the frame adjustable about a vertical axis and in a vertical 
direction. he rotation about the vertical axis was used to orient 
the plate arallel to the beam path. The vertical adjustment allowed 
the viewin of the free convection phenomena along the plate surface. 
rocedur and Data ccumulation 
Initi lly the plat was suspended in its sup ort and aligned 
p allel to the light path. The next t p was the orientation of the 
fringes perpendicul to the plate urface. ext 11 electric current 
w s supplied th control maintained with a Variac autotransformer. 
The control produced the various desired temperatur different · a1s 
and correspondin heat transf r rates, an also prevented excessive 
temperature in the lat . The el ctrical in ut was read on an · . c . 
voltmeter and am eter and a wattmeter. 
Leeds and Northrup precision potentiometer w s used to record 
the thermocouple readings. The reference junction was kept in an ice 
bath. Room temperatures were recorded from a shielded precision 
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thermometer. The emissitivity of the l t was d termin d with 
Cenoo radiation thermopile and the potentiomet r in tests conducted 
sep ately from the heat transfer study. 
The interferences were photogra hed with a Graflex 4 X 5 Land 
cam ra ith its bellows extended. The camera lens was located at 
the focal point of th interferomet r 1 ns as hown in Figure XVII. 
Correct plf. oement was attained and the sharp st pictures w re produced 
when the i tance X from the focal plan of th camera to the inter­
ferom ter 1 na equalled distance Y from th lens to the pl te. The 
ground glass of the camera served s a viewing screen and as an aid 
in focu in the fring s on th foe plane. Kodak Super anchro-
Press Type B film was used to record the int rference phenom na. 
CAME R A  
p 
2 PLATE 
L-x--�➔�1 �--v--��/ 
Figure XVII. Camera Placenent for h p otographic Collec tion 
difficulty w s encount r d  in th conduction of the exp ri­
ment. Th cold le th r caused temperature fluctuation of � v r l 
degr es in th roo cont ining th interferom t r. Heat was supplied 
by thermost tiaall controlled spac heater . but th experim nta­
tion required otill air and r 1 - tively st dy temperature · for · ta 
and hotogr hie collection. Only by having the door op n to th 
adjac nt laboratory w r 
qui sc nt ai.r obtained. 
th comp 
T·h plat 
tively steady tem eratur and 
tempera urea �er mo itored until 
no chang s occurred nd then the electrical input, room and plat 
temperatures and photographs were taken. 
A Gaertner slide comparator with a magnification power of 32 
was used to read the interferograms. Since the photogr -phy did not 
h v n exact one-to-one magnif�cation, ' ssurance of correct dim n­
sions in the interf rogram r ding s obtained by insertin a 
calipers et at a known dimension into th beam path. Th sc le used 
can b seen in igure XVIII , shown in the next chapter. 
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CHAP 1 V 
NALYSES ND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The purpoae of this investigation w s the construction and 
adju tm nt of a Maoh-Z hnd r interferometer and it use for a study 
in free convection on a vertical plate.. From the collected data 
and th recorde interf ronc ph nomena, evaluations of temperature 
distributi ns nd xperimenta.l alue of convection coefficients 
w re made. 
Interferogram alysia 
An interferogram is a photograph of an interference phenomena, 
from which an analysis can be made of the fluid flow causin · the 
interfer nc . Figur XVIII ia an illustr tion of tw such inter-
f .rograma tak n of th h at d vertical pl te in fre eonv ction. 
the photograph are not one-to-on.e magnification, a scale of 
known dimension, seen as a shadow on th left edg • w ins rted to 
obt · n  corr ct measurements. Th slide comparator fa.c' litat d th 
cor ct interpr tation of these dimension and in the making of the 
fringe count. 
In th alysis of th int rf rograma , the comparison was made 
b tween the fringes with an unheated d heat d pl t .  The fringes 
of the unheated plat , p rp ndicul to th surface, wer undisturbed 
and consid r · d as the datum. The fringe shift as obtained b 
counting the number of fringes from the point her no disturbances 
Figure  XVI I I . Typi cal Inter ferograms o f  the Heated Ver t i cal P l ate  
\J1 
0 
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wer evident to the point where the heat d fringe intersected the 
heated surface. measurement was also mad of the di ta.nee in 
which the fringe shift oocurr d. A plot of the temperature o file 
taken from the interferogram a.naly is is shown in Figure XIX with a 
sample calculation given in Appendix III. 
0 0. 1 0.2 y ( I N )  
0.3 
Figure m. T enperature Profile on a Heated Vertical Plat e 
Conv ction Coeffici nt Det nnination 
H at transf r from a h  ated plate is by conv ction and radia­
tion . Although minimization of radiation w s att mpted by applying 
a silver finish, the r diation losses averag d 41 per cent of the 
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total heat loss. It was assumed the conduction heat loss as negli­
ible at the juncture of the plate and the bak lit trip. 
The dimensionless parameters, the Grashof , randtl and 
Nuss lt  numbers depend on the properties of the fluid flowing. In 
this analysis , the properties of the air ere taken at. the mean 
temperature Eq. (32 )  of the plate and the room . However, the thermal 
coefficient of expansion p was taken at room temp rature because of 
th small temper ture diff�rential, while the density was evaluated 
with the equation of state Eq. (12) using the mean temperature and 
the local barometric pres ure. ample calculations of the various 
pa11ameters are found in Appendix III. 
Di cussion of Results 
The tabulation of data for surfac t mperatures on the pl t 
is found in Table 1.  Temperatures calculated from int�rfero ram 
anaJ.y is wer compared with temperatures me sured by thermocouples. 
The former values varied from 1 . 5° to 10. 1 ° F lower than the th rmo­
couple m asurem nt wh n surface thermocouple t mper tur s v ied 
from 119 to 150. 5° F. The diser pancies are pproximat ly of the 
same magnitude s those found in other in stigations. 26 
The path length used in the d t rmination of the temp rature 
differentials was the he ted zone through which the test beam 
traveled. This heated layer extended beyond the edge of the heated 
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T L 1 
SU�AC T R.r.iS ON TH"T LATE* F O 1 n EHFEROGRAM � NALYSIS 
T 
s 
76 . 0' 
76 . o 
76 .0 
66. 4 
64. ; 
64. s 
69. 4 
65.0 
5. 5 
6 . 3 
6 . 75 
10. 5 
10.0 
10 . 3 
9.0 
B.o 
n-1 
L  
/t 
78.5 
78. 5 
78 . 5 
79. 6 
79 .8 
79 .8 
79 . 3 
79 . 8 
A. T T calc 
( oF )  ( oF ) 
4o. 4 116. 4 
46 . 8 122. 8 
50. 5 126. 5 
80. 0 146. 4 
75. 6 140. l 
?8. o 142. 5 
67 . 8 137. 2 
58. 9 123. 9 
•Locations of the r dings a.long the plate are not specified. 
meas 
( <>F )  
119.0  
125. 2 
128. 0 
150. 2 
150. 2 
1.50. 5 
142 . 1  
134.o 
surf ce . Following the suggestion of • B. K nnard,27 an empirical 
relation of fiv per c nt of the width of th plate was added to th 
plate width to obtain th corrected p th 1 ngth. However, this 
1 t was 52 p r  cent wid r t  n Kenn d 's ( 100 mm. ) and the correc-
tion may bav been too lar • smaller factor would have brought 
the interfo ogr m readings closer to the th rmocouple values. 
The interferograms ere of sufficient qu ity for calculation 
u poses but could have b en improved . More fring s, perha s fo ty 
27 
Kennard , £J2.. ill• 
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or fifty p r  inch, would have facilitated an easier count of fringe 
displacement than having to approximate the fractions of larger ones. 
Sharper images of the specimen and interferences would also have 
been obtained with correct camera placement . The camera, set on ita 
own tripod, was difficult to place in its exact position. (Refer to 
Figure XVII). Outside influence also had som effect. One was the 
vibrations produced in th building, first thought to be negligible 
but nevertheless ruining several photographs. oth r difficulty 
was maint ining the absolutely quiescent air o necessary for clear 
sharp interferograms , The camera with the exposure set for 1/5 second 
and the f-stop at 4 . 5 captured the disturbances readily. The com­
paratively slow time with maximum lens opening was nscessary because 
of the light intensity in the interferometer. 
Table 2 is the tabulation of data of th imensionless param­
eters , convection eoef:fl.cient and constant obtained for the heated 
vertical plate. From oth r investigations, it was assumed t t the 
valid value of the exponent m was 1/4 in the relation (NGRN R)
m 
4 9 whenever the product fell within th range of 10 < N0 NPR< lO • The 
value of the constant in the expression 
had a range of values from o. 496 to 0 • .586. At higher h at inputa 
the values varied from o. 496 to 0. 525 with an ov rall average value 
of 0. 526. This fell within ten per cent of th constant found by 
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TABLE 2 
DIMENSIONLESS . AME�E S, CONVECTION Offl'"'ICI 
ND C 1� TANT FOR THE HEAT I D VERTICAL LATE 
Qin Qconv NNU NGR NPR h 
( Bt ) ( 
Btu 
( 
Btu 
�F ) hr hr (108) hr ft2 
68 .2 40 . 9  78. 1 4. 52 0. 70 0. 612 0. 586 
92. 1 53. 5 77. 3 5. 65 0. 70 o .606 0. 545 
104. 1 62. 3 78 . 0 6;88 0. 70 0. 614 0 . 525 
151 . 8 89. 1 79.-0 9. 05 0. 70 0. 636 o. 496 
208.1 122. 7 85. 2 10. 68 0. 70 0 .695 0. 514 
245.0 146. 5 84 .7 1. 43 0. 70 0. 700 0. 502 
337. 8 211 . 7 92.0 13. 44 0. 70 o. 78o 0 .525 
368 .5 224. 5 92. 9 15. 05 0 . 70 0 . 785 0 . 516 
477.7 278 .0 96 . 4 16. 10 0 . 70 0. 830 0 . 524 
m thematic l solutions of th boundary lay r equations. However, the 
Prandtl nu.�ber in this inv stig tion w s taken as 0. 70 where the 
exact elution used a valu of 0.73 and inoorporat d the andtl 
number in the constant. Th r sulta fall within six per cent of the 
28 valu suggest d by Fishenden and S und rs and eleven r cent of 
the value iven by Mc dams. 29 
2 Fish nden and S unders, �• _ill. , P• 1 2. 
29Mc dams, �• £!!• , P • 172. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The following conclusiona are drawn froo th use of th Mach­
Zehnder interferometer in this heat transfer study. 
1. Th int rferometer is an effective tool in the study of 
heat transfer problems. The picture of temperature dis­
tributions around a heated object give th instantaneous 
quanti tative information nabling solution of the problem. 
The information oan also be used to determine the d nsity 
variations around the body under investigation. 
2. The correlation between collected data and interferogram 
analyses and general agr ement with other exp rimenta­
tion demonstrates the interferometer • s  effectiveness and 
versatility. 
3. The instrument may be used for the study of any fluid in 
fr e or forced conv ction, laminar or turbulent flow, 
transient or steady state whic undergoes a density change 
and produces nterference patterns for analysis . 
4. The interferometer does require aome pr cautions and 
restrictions in its use. It ie very sensitive to distur­
bances caused by vibrations and effects of temp rature 
changes for which elimination or comp nsation must be 
made. The fine alignment of the irrors prohibits any 
arbitr y movement of any adjusting screws in th basic 
interferometer. Sufficient light must b availabl in 
the instrument to enable photography of transient and 
turbulent flow fi lds. 
Recommendations 
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1 .  The heated al.uminum plat could be used for further study 
with temperatures higher than those used in this investi­
gation. The effect of hi her heat transfer rates on the 
range of Grashof numbers NGR > 10
9 could then be analyzed. 
Th inclination of th plate at various angl s could also 
be embodied in a study det rmining the effect on free 
conv ction relationships. 
2. Th interferometer could be incorporated aa an under-
gr duut instruction tool to illustrat h at transf r 
phenomena. It would greatly complement the text and the 
lecture in describing complexitie of fre and forced 
convection. 
3. Future modifications of th interf rom ter should be 
und rtaken, aom of which are d pendent on the intended 
use of th instrument . Transient phenomena r quir a 
higher light intensity than in the present set up which 
means a more powerful light source must be substituted 
for the present arrangement. If vibrations will be 
encount red in future usage, the design will have to be 
modified to allow for isolation from vibrational effects. 
The photographic equipment should become a part of the 
interferometer, directly mounted on the frame, with asy 
removal for screen projection. though the fringe of 
infinit th is desirable, the sensitivity of  the 
adjustment screws ( in th opinion of the author ) preclude 
such attainment in ligning th mirrors. differential 
screw arrangement will have to b included to achieve the 
fine control desired. 
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/JPPENDIX I 
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF FREE CONVECTION 
From Eq . ( 20 )  
;_ x  X X X X X  
h
e 
.. o< (k / 2 { g __,8 ) 
3 c
p 
4 L 5 LJ T 6 J ?> , (l ) 
the variables re set in terms of funda.m ntal dimensions with the 
result 
Collecting exponents of lik dimensions, one has 
H :  l = Xi + X4 ' 
0 I -l - xl - x2 _; 2 x3 
, 
L :  -2 = - � - X2 + X3 
+ X 
5 •. 3 Xr; '  
T a  -1 = - � ... "3 - X4 
+ 
x6
' 
M l  0 = x2 .- X4 + � • 
(2)  
(3) 
With f ive equations and seven unknowns, five of th exponents can be 
bitrarily expressed in terms of two other - ; in this oaa , x
3 
and 
x4 are ohos n. Eq. (20 )  now b come 
l-x4 x4
-2x
3 
x
3 
x
4 
-l+3x4 x3 2
x
3 he = o< (k  /I ( g..ft ) cp L L1 T J ) ( 4 ) 
Regrouping , 
h L 
C - ==  
with c::o<: and x
3 
and x4 to be determin d by experim n ta tion . The 
dim n ionless rou s ar designated as shown with the names as 
V n :  
h L 
C - = N k NU - Nusselt number 
- Grashof number 
- Prandtl number . 
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(5 ) 
3 
. P�°'?'JDIX II 
DERIV TION O THE FREE C NVECTIO COEFFICIENT LO G  A HEATED ERTICAL 
SURFACE BY EXACT SOLUTIO� OF BOUNDARY LAYER E UlTIO lS 
T e  three equations of continuity of mass, momentum , and 
energy are 
d U  d - + - = 0 , a x . o Y  
d u  a u  
u - + v - = 
cl x  o y 
( 1 )  
( 2 )  
(3) 
h above equations cannot b integrated; so, following the sugges­
tion of Polhausen, the stream function f (x, y ) is introduced. Th 
stream functions are defined as 
u t = V ( 4 )  
and are us d to satisfy the continuity of  mass e u tion. Introduc­
tion of the stream func tions into the mom tum and nergy equations 
results in 
a lJ) - - ( 2a)  
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(3a) 
Now there are two partial differential equations with two unknowns 
to be resolved into ordinary differential equations. Ne v iables 
are introduced , 
ft(; ) 1.jl (x, Y) 11 = . (N ) 1/4 -' 
4 Y _§! 
Jf 
f(f) = e ( x ,  y )  • 
( 5 )  
(6 ) 
(7 )  
With the body fore parallel to the 0u.rface o f  the plate , the Grashot 
number i 
Lettin_g 
Eq. ( 5) d ( 6) becom 
1 
l.£_ 1/4 (x) ' 
= 
Ji(n l - 7/) C x, y) 
· ( J - 4 r (x)31� · 
• ( 8 )  
C (a  constant ) , (9) 
(5a ) 
( 6a ) 
Rearrangement of Eq. (6a) leads to 
7f (x , y )  " 4 Y C ( x) 314/(1) , 
Partial. differentiation with respect to x and y results in the 
following relationships : 
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( 6b ) 
( b )  
( c )  
( d) 
( e )  
cJ B  
d X 
a¢(71) 
dJ  
aJl = I ' (- :c 0 d x  4 x5/ _ _  u ,  
d e a r/('lj df C I I = 1/4 ' 
d Y  d J?  d y  X 
d 2 e d (c / /) c2 d 11 
2 =
-
1/4 = - 1 
• 
a y  c)y X VX 
4 X 
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( f ) 
(g) 
(h)  
Substitution of Eq. (a)  through (h) into Eq. (2a )  and (3a )  yi lds 
(11 ) 
Rearrangem nt and cancellation of appropriate terms in Eq. (10) and 
(11) respectively 
result in the expressions 
J "' ... 3 Jf "  2 <  J ' >2 + I =  o '  (12 )  
� // o-< 1� / r + 3 - P = o , r 
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(13) 
which are two ordinary differential equations. The term c//p-- is 
defined as the Pra.ndtl number NpR • 
Boundary conditions for the initial v iables of velocity and 
temperature are 
at y = 0 
y = C:::00 
U = V = O , 
0 = 1 ' 
u !IC o ,  
From these, the boundary conditions for the ne :1 variables 
at J = O J �  j' I =: 0 ,  
I = i , 
at 71 = 00 J:  I ll = 0 ' 
I= o . 
Eq . (12) written as a total differ nti equ tion, 
oan b solved by one of' these two methods ; 
l. Power series which must eonver e 
1(11) = 
2. Finit difference 
• 
beoom 
( 15 )  
(16 ) 
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Eq. (13 )  can be integrated with th integrating factor 
The heat flow can be expressed by the following relation-
ships! 
" = h( T
8 
- To0 ) = -k _d T) = - �54 il) = 0. 508 kC 4 , (17 )  11 d y ycO x d 7? l'( :::0 (x)1/ · 
where -0. ,508 is the temper ture gradient . f 1 • calculated by 
Polhausen from experiment by • Schmidt and Beckman. 30 The local 
convection coefficient can be expressed as 
h = _ k 
_a_e_ ) 
= _ _  k_c __ 
d y y=O (x)1 
( 18 ) 
Integration of Eq. ( 18) between the limits of x::O to x=L, L being the 
length of the heated plate . 
yi lds 
dX 
( x)l/4 
1/4 
h = k(- ¢ 1 ) ( 4 -J ! [ g('l.'62
- 'l'o0
) L
3
7 
1/ aO 3 fl) L y 'l.'oo J 
' {18a ) 
• 
Using the given values for (- / 
1
) f aO wit NPR = O . 73, the convec tion 
coefficient is 
h = o.48 �
L ( )
l/4 
GR • 
30Jakob, 21?,• ill• , P • 449. 
( 20 )  
APPEN IX III 
SAMPLE CALCU TIONS 
1. Heat Balance 
( a )  Heat Input 
Q = VI x 3. 41 � 
V = Volt ' 
I :z: Ampere , 
= 55. 0  x 0. 99 x 3. 41 = 187. 6 BTU/hr , 
( b) Heat Output 
(l }  Radiation Heat Loss, � 
7 (Tl4 - TB4) 1-2 
� = constant 0. 173 x 10-8 __ BT_u ___ J 
hr. ft. 2 0 4 
E = emissivity 
1 
2 A =  plate area, ft , 
�2 = shape factor _, 
T1 = plate temperature R , 
T
8 
= room temperatur R , 
= 88.0 BTU/hr. 
(2) Convective heat loss Qc 
QC =: 
Q -
= 1 7. 6 - 88. 0 = 99. 6 BTU/hr. 
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( c ) Pere ntage H at Los by Radiation 
nl 88 .Q OQ 
;;o = 18? • 6 X l ::: 46. 8 . 
Plate Surfac Temper-ture from an Interferogram* 
/j N = fringe shift , 
n = refractive index of air ., 
� = wav length of green mercury light, mm , 
T == room temperature 0R , s 
L = plate width, mm , 0 
A L  = 5% of L , mm , 0 
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A T  = T1 - T8 = differential of plat and room temperature, 
0:F' , 
10. 5 X 526.l T = ------�---------------
27. 1 X 10-5 - (152. 4 + 7. 6 )  - 10. 5 
54. 61 X 10-5 
Thermocouple t mperature = 150. 2°F . 
3. T mperature Gradi nt 
dT 
dy 
_ .A N/ A y 
- ( n-1 ) ..1,_ 
A T1 
81 .2 F 
*This analysis is made from the data collected at seven inches 
from the bottom p a te edg . 
L1 N 
- =  
A Y 
fringe shift, fringes/inch , 
dT 
T = pla.te surface temperature gradient , F/in , 
dT 
dy 
= __ 3_l_._6 _______ = 244.o °F/in . 
27. 1 X 10-5 
54. 61 X 10-
5 
160 
607. 3 
4. Local Convective Coefficient 
h = k 2!_ ex x dy 
� T  
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k = thermal conductivity of air31 in flow BTU/hr ft2 ( °F/in} , s 
5. Local Nusselt Number NNU X 
N
NU 
== X 
h X 
ox 
X 
x = distance from bottom edge of plate, in. , 
0. 576 X 7.0 8 
= 0. 191 
== 21 • • 
6. Local Grashof Number tGR 
X 
31Properties of the air taken from Keen n, Joseph H. ,  and 
Ka.ye , Jose h, Thermodynamic Properties £! ___:_:.:, John �iley and Sons, 
Inc. ,  New York, • Y. , 1945. 
g = gravitational constant 4. 18 x 10 ...!i ,  
hr2 
_fl =  thermal coefficient of expansion , l/0 R , 
J> = density of air , lb/ ft3 , 
;,<= absolute viscosity , 16/ft hr , 
3 
2 2 
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8 l (0 .583) X (6. 88 X 10- ) X 81. 2 NGR = 4.18 x 10 
x -- x --------
_
-
2
_
2 
_____ _ 
526. 1 ( 4. 16 X 10 ) 
7 = 3. 50 X 10 • 
7 .  Local Prandtl Number NPR X 
C � 
= -El,,"4· ---k 
C = specific heat of  air , BTU/16°F , 
p 
k = thermal conduc tivity of air, BTU/hr ft c,F :, 
N _ 0 . 240 X 0. 046 _ O ?O 
PR - 0. 0159 -
• • 
X 
